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Handbook of Smoke Control EngineeringAmerican Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 2012

	The Handbook of Smoke Control Engineering extends the tradition of the comprehensive treatment of smoke control technology, including fundamental concepts, smoke control systems, and methods of analysis. The handbook provides information needed for the analysis of design fires, including considerations of sprinklers, shielded fires, and...
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IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Authorized Guide to IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence

Develop, deploy, and maintain a complete BI solution across your enterprise. IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence: The Official Guide shows you how to take full advantage of the robust service-oriented architecture and simplified role-based user...
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Chimp Paradox: How Our Impulses and Emotions Can Determine Success and Happiness and How We Can Control ThemVermilion, 2012

	Do you sabotage your own happiness and success? Are you struggling to make sense of yourself? Do your emotions sometimes dictate your life? The Chimp Paradox is an incredibly powerful mind management model that can help you become a happy, confident, healthier and more successful person. Prof Steve Peters explains the struggle that takes...
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Introduction to Differential Calculus: Systematic Studies with Engineering Applications for BeginnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Enables readers to apply the fundamentals of differential calculus to solve real-life problems in engineering and the physical sciences


	Introduction to Differential Calculus fully engages readers by presenting the fundamental theories and methods of differential calculus and then showcasing how the discussed concepts can be...
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30 Arduino Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	30 Ways to Have Some Computer-Controlled Evil Fun!


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program and build a variety of projects with the Arduino microcontroller development system. Covering Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms, 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius gets you up to speed with the simplified C...
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Photoshop CS4: Top 100 Simplified Tips & TricksVisual, 2009
You already know Photoshop CS4 basics. Now you'd like to go beyond with shortcuts, tricks, and tips that let you work smarter and faster. And because you learn more easily when someone shows you how, this is the book for you. Inside, you'll find clear, illustrated instructions for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and...
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CoffeeScript in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		CoffeeScript in Action is a tutorial that teaches you how, where, and why to use CoffeeScript. It begins by quickly exposing you to CoffeeScript's new, but instantly-familiar syntax. Then, you'll explore programming challenges that illustrate CoffeeScript's unique advantages. Language...
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Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: Via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Design of Ultra Wideband Antenna Matching Networks: via Simplified Real Frequency Technique (SRFT) will open up a new horizon for design engineers, researchers, undergraduate and graduate students to construct multi-band and ultra wideband antenna matching networks for antennas which in turn will push the edge of technology to manufacture...
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Migrating to MariaDB: Toward an Open Source Database SolutionApress, 2018

	Mitigate the risks involved in migrating away from a proprietary database platform toward MariaDB’s open source database engine. This book will help you assess the risks and the work involved, and ensure a successful migration. 
	


	
		Migrating to MariaDB describes the process and lessons learned during...
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AP English Literature & Composition For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2008
Includes expert advice on annotating poems and prose!    

    Fine-tune reading comprehension skills with ease    

    Get up to speed on all the topics and themes of the AP exam in a focused, step-by-step manner. Beginning with an exam overview and ways to get the most out of an AP English...
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Cisco Networking Simplified (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2008
 Now 100 percent updated for the latest technologies, this is today’s easiest, most visual guide to Cisco® networking. Even if you’ve never set up or managed a network, Cisco Networking Simplified, Second Edition, helps you quickly master the concepts you need to understand. Its full-color diagrams and...
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Intellectual Property Rights in Agricultural Biotechnology (Biotechnology in Agriculture Series)CABI Publishing, 1998
The successful application of biotechnology tools has had and is having dramatic effects in some areas of agriculture. These effects are being felt throughout the world in academic, government and industrial communities. The result is the rapid development of a multi-million dollar industry. This work has been going on for more than two decades...
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